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CASE STUDY CHANGE MAKERS

REVERSE LOGISTICS
COMPANY:
Making the reverse journey count
Hitendra Chaturvedi, Founder and CEO

Reverse logistics is that aspect of the supply chain that more often than not doesn’t make it to a white
paper, report, or dictionary. It refers to those goods that make their way back to a warehouse because their
buyers were unhappy with them. Sadly, these mere 3–4% returned goods fail to catch a manufacturing
giant’s attention, as it’s not conducive for companies to invest huge amounts to restore or recycle them. So,
these products usually meet the ill fate of being converted to scrap by being stripped by dealers before acid
is poured on them—an ecological disaster.
Hitendra Chaturvedi points out, giving the example of LG that targets to be a `25,000cr company in
India soon, assuming roughly a 3% return rate, `750cr worth of returned goods might not lend themselves
to investments by the company in elaborate infrastructure facilities. The best solution for such giant original
equipment manufacturers (OEMs) is to outsource the job to someone whose core competency is salvaging
these goods. That’s where Reverse Logistics Company (RLC) comes into the picture—to repair and restore
these products before a new home is found for them. The most important part of this exercise remains that
RLC’s method of restoring returned goods is environment-friendly. Over the last 2–3 years, the company
has stopped over 7 lakh units of products from becoming environmental waste. Here, Chaturvedi explains
how his company is helping make one man’s trash another’s treasure.

What does Reverse Logistics
Company do?
Reverse Logistics Company is an
outsourcing reverse supply chain handler
that allows manufacturers to concentrate on
their production-related core competencies
while it exclusively manages their reverse
supply chain with the help of technology,
services, and domain expertise.
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How it all started?

Challenges

Chaturvedi worked at Newgistics, a
reverse logistics company, in the US
for two years. When he later came to
India on work, he was surprised to
see that most big OEM companies
GLGQŐWNQRZDERXWWKHHIŰFLHQWUHXVH
and resale of reverse logistics. Thus,
he quit his job in the US to start RLC.

•

•

Initially: Tough to convince and prove
to companies that managing reverse
logistics was important, and that it could be
GRQHHIŰFLHQWO\
Today: To make various small players in the
unorganised sector responsible, who more
often than not use environmentally hazardous
methods to recycle products.

Reverse Logistics Company’s biggest value-added centre is spread across almost 10,000 square feet in West Delhi.
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The litmus test
Out of curiosity, I started asking [many
BNLO@MHDR<jUDRHLOKDPTDRSHNMR 3GDjQRS
V@R f6G@SRXNTQQDSTQMQ@SDt(MSGD42 NM
an average, 8–10% goods are returned for
LTKSHOKDQD@RNMR %NQDW@LOKD 6@KL@QS
RDKKR@ANTS42¨AM VNQSGL@SDQH@KHMSGD
42 @MCSGDHQQDSTQMR@QDSNSGDSTMDNE
42¨AM (M(MCH@ SGDQDSTQMQ@SDNE@KKOQNCTBSR
EQNLU@QHNTRRDFLDMSRHR@ANTSl 
(MSDQLRNELNMDXU@KTDSG@SR@QNTMC
42¨AM 3GDRDBNLO@MHDRG@CMNHCD@NE
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,XRDBNMCPTDRSHNMSNSGDLV@R f'NV
LTBGCNXNTRODMCSNOQNBDRR@QDSTQMt
(LD@MSSQ@MRONQS@SHNM B@KKBDMSQDBNRSR 
CDOQDBH@SHNM V@QDGNTRHMFBNRS ODNOKDBNRS 
DUDQXSGHMF  F@HM LNRSNESGDLG@CMN
HCD@ 6HSGNUDQNESGDOQNCTBSRSG@S@QD
QDSTQMDC SGDBNRSSNOQNBDRRQDSTQMRHRGHFGDQ
SG@MSGDU@KTDNESGDOQNCTBS (MCH@Q@MJRSGHQC
EQNLSGDANSSNLVGDMHSBNLDRSNRTOOKX
BG@HMDEjBHDMBHDR .TQENQV@QCRTOOKXBG@HM
HSRDKEHRRN:TMNQF@MHRDC< !TSHMSGD6DRS 
SGDLNCDKENQQDUDQRDKNFHRSHBRHRUDQXRHLOKD 
/DNOKD BNLO@MHDR AQ@MCR QDS@HKDQR@QDUDQX
ENBTRDCNMSGDHQBNQDBNLODSDMBX VGHBGHR 
Marico Innovation Foundation
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WE HAVE BEEN
ABLE TO CREATE

Pain relief
:(MjUDXD@QR< 1+"HR(MCH@RK@QFDRSQDUDQRD
KNFHRSHBRBNLO@MX 6DG@UDADDM@AKDSN
BQD@SD@GXAQHCNMKHMD @MC NEkHMDLNCDK
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(MCH@ML@QJDS:SGQNTFGSGDAQ@MC&QDDM#TRS< 
6DRNKUDSGQDDO@HMONHMSR %HQRS VDRNKUD
@L@MTE@BSTQDQNQQDS@HKDQRQDUDQRDKNFHRSHBR
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ADMDjS L@WHLHRHMFL@QJDSAXFHUHMFSGDL@R
FNNC @R MDVE@BSNQXRDBNMCR VHSG@V@QQ@MSX 
@S@GHFGKXCHRBNTMSDCOQHBD +@RSKX @MC(@L
LNRSO@RRHNM@SD@ANTSSGHR VD@QDFQDDM 
$@QKHDQ (R@VL@MXNESGDRDQDSTQMDC
OQNCTBSRADHMFOHBJDCTOAXRBQ@OCD@KDQR 
VGNVNTKCONTQ@BHCNMSGDL@MCSTQMSGDL
SNRBQ@OA@RHB@KKXJHKKHMFNTQDMUHQNMLDMS 
!TSNTQLNCDK@MC#- G@RjUD?1RHLAHADC
HMHSQDCTBD QDTRD QDO@HQ QDBXBKD @MCQDRDKK 
.UDQSGDK@RSlXD@QR VDG@UDRSNOODC
NUDQK@JGTMHSRNEOQNCTBSREQNLADBNLHMF
DMUHQNMLDMS@KV@RSD 6DG@UDQDO@HQDCSGDL 
@MCENTMC@G@OOXBTRSNLDQENQSGDL 2NNTQ
LNCDKHMGDQDMSKXHRFQDDM@MCHMMNU@SHUD 

Sourcing, then sprucing
6DOQHL@QHKXRNTQBDEQNLSGQDDRS@JDGNKCDQR 
3GDjQRS@MCK@QFDRSRNTQBDHRAQ@MCRRTBG
@R+& 2@LRTMF DSB 3GDRDBNMCBG@MMDK

All photos courtesy: Reverse Logistics Company

a hybrid online-andRIĠLQHPRGHOWR
provide highly
discounted, refurbished
products with a
one-year warranty to
WKH,QGLDQPDUNHW

BNLHMFTOVHSGMDVOQNCTBSR@MCCDKHFGSHMF
BTRSNLDQRVHSGE@MS@RSHBBTRSNLDQRDQUHBD 
2HMBDL@M@FHMFQDSTQMRHRMNSSGDHQBNQD
BNLODSDMBX SGDXNTSRNTQBDSGHRSNBNLO@MHDR
SG@SDWBKTRHUDKXCD@KHMSGHR 
,XSGHQCPTDRSHNMV@R f'NVLTBGLNMDX
CNXNTQDBNUDQEQNLXNTQQDSTQMDCCDEDBSHUD
HSDLRt2TQOQHRHMFKX @F@HM SGDXG@CMN
BKTD ,NRSNESGDRDOQNCTBSRNMKXQDBNUDQDC
lNESGDU@KTDVGHBGHRSGDjM@KDWSQ@BS
U@KTD %NQDW@LOKD HE@LNAHKDOGNMDHRJDOS
HMSGDF@Q@FDENQRHWLNMSGR HSKNRDRNE
HSRU@KTD (R@VQDSTQMDCO@KLOHKNSRRHSSHMFHM
V@QDGNTRDRRHMBDLNMSGR @MCMNANCX
JMDVVG@SSNCNVHSGSGDL 
,XENTQSGPTDRSHNMV@R f#NXNT
TMCDQRS@MCSGDHLO@BSNE@A@CQDSTQM
DWODQHDMBDt3GDXCHCMSB@QD (SNKCSGDL
SG@S@QNTMCNEBTRSNLDQR VGNG@CA@C
QDSTQMDWODQHDMBDR VNTKCMDUDQATXSGDHQ
AQ@MC@F@HM 
,XjESG@MCjM@KPTDRSHNMV@RO@QSHBTK@QKX
ENQODNOKDHMSGDDKDBSQNMHBRDBSNQ f QDXNT
BNLOKXHMFVHSGDKDBSQNMHBV@RSDQDFTK@SHNMRt
6D:DMSDQDCSGDL@QJDS<VGDMSGHRQDFTK@SHNM
V@RHMHSRCQ@ESRS@FDHSA@RHB@KKXRS@SDRSG@S
HSRSGDAQ@MCRNMTRSNDMRTQDSG@S@OQNCTBS
@SSGDDMCNEHSRBXBKDHRCHRONRDCHM@M
DMUHQNMLDMS EQHDMCKXV@X 3G@SHRVGDMSGDX
FNSRB@QDC 

Value-added centres are hospitals, of sorts, where various kinds of electronic products go through triage, surgery, and
recovery, before a home is found for them.
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is retailers like Croma, and the third are
e-commerce companies. We pick up the
returns either from the brands’ warehouses,
or their reseller, or directly from the consumer,
based on the [pre-decided] arrangement.
For example, in the case of Lenovo, our
agreement is to pick up returns directly from
the consumers because they are smaller
items. But with LG, we let the customer
return it to the retailer, and we pick it up from
them because products like refrigerators and
washing machines are heavier.
We have an interesting business strategy
called ‘local acquisition’ and ‘local disposition’.
We acquire locally. At every stage we have
a place called a ‘value-added centre’. Think
of it as a warehouse on steroids! Just like a
patient who walks into a hospital, visualise
these value-added centres as large hospitals
for consumer electronics, IT-based products,
mobile, and home appliances. They go through
triage, surgery, and recovery, after which we
jMC@MDVGNLDENQSGDL 
We have 14 such value-added centres
across the country, which are locally selfRTEjBHDMS 6D@QDOQDRDMSNMKHMDUH@
www.greendust.com, and we have 170
franchise stores where customers order online
and the products are then shipped to them.
Franchises have their own dedicated stores
with GreenDust.

The ideal model
Companies can [manage returns] internally
but the problem is that the volumes do not
justify the cost. I’ve seen them try it in the US
and Europe. But eventually, they realise that
it is not their core competency and the costs
exceed the value of the products. If our clients
had been only Dell or LG, then even we might
not have been able to justify the costs to run
this business. So we add value across brands,
retailers, and e-tailers. That’s how this is a
sustainable business model—most OEMs are
working with us. Our number of customers is
testimony to the fact that there are people who
are realising the strategic importance of this.
This entire sector was unorganised before
we came in. LG was selling its [returned]
products to almost 450 small scrap dealers
and resellers, who picked these up from its

46-odd warehouses. In East Delhi, many
of these products get converted into scrap
by acid being poured on them. The area is
extremely polluted. We are trying to stop
that. I don’t want my country to be turned
into a junk yard; I want people to be
more responsible.

Beyond the warehouse
Every industry has returns. Though the ball
game [for handling these returns] is different,
the principles are the same. My data tells
me that in the pharmaceutical industry, 20%
of the drugs in the market are expired. The
systematic process of returns which ensures
that expired drugs get picked up at a retail
location, are brought back in a secured way,
and incinerated in an environment-friendly
manner is reverse logistics.
Many food items with a short shelf life get
disposed in garbage dumps and are turned
into fertilisers. But many food items that
are not quickly perishable can be fed to the
hungry. For example, grocery stores in the US
or Europe with returned food items like meat
products that have still not expired, send these
to old-age homes, or orphanages, or shelters,
so poor people can be fed.
I believe this is an emerging market model,
@MC(@LMNSR@SHRjDC:VHSGSGHRLNCDKRS@XHMF
only] in India. I think there is huge potential in
countries like Philippines, Indonesia, Thailand,
Sri Lanka, Bangladesh, etc; also in the Middle
East and Africa. Our aspiration is to take this
model that came out of India, and make it a
global or emerging market model.
We learnt our lessons from the US when we
created something that was the next revolution
of our reverse logistics model, where both the
disposition and returns management of reverse
logistics were combined into one. I am also
a part of the Reverse Logistics Association
(RLA), and when we shared this model at the
last RLA conference in Las Vegas, we saw a
lot of shocked faces. We are doing something
interesting, exciting, and innovative.

IN EAST DELHI,

many of these products
get converted into scrap
by acid being poured
on them. The area is
extremely polluted. We
are trying to stop that.

As told to Sabiha Ghiasi.

Feedback: innowin@spentamultimedia.com
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